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Let F(a, b; c; z) denote the hypergeometric series 
l ab a(a+1) b(b+1) z2 + a(a+1) ... (a+n-1) b(b+l) ... (b+n--1) zn + 
+-z+ ( 1 -2 ••• + ( 1 ( 1) ··· c c c+ ) ! c c+ ) ... c+n- n! 
where a, band care arbitrary complex numbers, c*O, -1, -2, ... and z 
is a complex variable. According to a well-known theorem of Gauss 
(compare e.g. [2], III § 24) the power series expansion in z of the fraction 
F(a,b; c; z) ~ m 
~~~~---~~ = ~ CmZ F(a,b+1; c+1; z) m=O 
corresponds to the continued fraction 
( l) a1z I a2z I a,.z I 1 +11+11+ ... +-11-+ ... 
with 
(b+v) (c-a+v) 
azv = - (c+2v-l) (c+2v) 'V = l, 2, .. 0 ' 
(a+v) (c -b +v) 
aZv+l = - (c+2v) (c+2v+I) v=O,l,2, .... 1) 
00 
This means that if L Ymzm is the expansion in 
m=O 
th h . t a1z I a,.z I f ( l) e n-t approx1man l +II + ... +II o , 
n+l 
m=O, l, 2, ... , n. Moreover Yn+I*Cn+I iff II a.*o. 
V=l 
ascending powers of 
we have ym=Cm for 
A somewhat more general result, due to Heine, is the correspondence 
between the expansion in ascending powers of z of the fraction 
rp(1X, p; y; q; z) 
1) If a1. a2, ... , a,. are different from zero, while an+l = 0, then the continued 
fraction (1) terminates with j"; I and represents the (in this case rational) function 
F (a, b; c; z) 
F(a, b+I; c+l; z) · 
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and the continued fraction 
with 
(1- {Jq") (<Xq•-l-yq2•-1) 
a2• = - (1-yq2•-I) (1-yq2•) , v = I, 2, ... , 
(1-<Xq") ((Jq• -yq2•) 
a2•+l = - (l-yq2•) (1-yq2•+1), Y = 0, I, 2, ... , 
where rp (<X, {3; y; q; z) denotes the so-called basic series 
1 + I (IT ( 1 - "'q•) ( 1 - {J q•) ) zn 
n-1 •=0 (1-yq") (1-ql+•) 
with <X, {3, y and q arbitrary complex numbers, q not a root of unity, 
y and q such that yq•=l= I for v=O, I, 2, ... , and z a complex variable. 
(Compare e.g. (2], III § 24 or (I)). 
If we write cx=qa, {J=qb, y=qc (principal values) and we let q -'J>- I, 
then we obtain Gauss' result, the correspondence between a power series 
d · d f · f h .c a1z I azz I anz I an a contmue ractwn o t e 1orm I+ -1 - 1- + -1 -1 + ... + -1 1- + · · · 
being not disturbed by such a limit process. 
In this note we shall derive a common generalization of these two 
classical theorems by using the so-called "abstract hypergeometric series" 
introduced by A. VAN DER SLurs in his thesis (3], compare also (4]. 
From our result we shall derive both the results of Gauss and Heine 
without making use of a limit process. Thus, from an algebraic standpoint, 
our method is more satisfactory. 
The abstract hypergeometric series is introduced by means of a function 
[s, k], defined for every s E S and k E I, S denoting an arbitrary set and 
I the set of all integers, having its range in a commutative ring R with 
unit element e and satisfying the following three conditions: 
e [a, k] [a, k +h] 
1) e [b, l] [b, l +h] =0 for all a, b, c ES and 
e [c, m] [c, m +h] all h, k, l E I, 
2) [a,O]=O for a certain a E S, 
3) [a, m]-1 exists for each m =1= 0. 
Two examples of such functions [s, k] which we shall deal with m 
particular are: 
(2) R is the field of all complex numbers, Sis the set of all complex 
numbers, a= 0; [s, k] =s+k, 
(3) RandS as in (2), a= I, [s, k]=I-sqk where 
q is a complex number, different from a root of unity. 
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Furthermore, the function [8, k]h, 8 E S, k E I, hE I, h > 0 Is defined 
as follows: 
[8, k]o=e, 
[8, k]h= [8, k][8, k+ 1] ... [8, k+h-1], h> 0. 
The formal power series in the variable x with coefficients from R: 
F([a k] [b l]· [c m]· x) = I [a,k]p [b,k]~'x~< 
' ' ' ' ' ' 1'_ 0 [c,rn]p[a,1]p 
which is defined if [c, m+,u] has an inverse for all ,u;;;.O, will be called 
an abstract hypergeometric series. 
Lemma l. F([a,k], [b,l]; [c,m];x)=F([a,k], [b,l+1]; [c,m+1];x) 
_ [a,k]{[c,rn]-[b,l]}xF([a k+1] [b l+1]· [c m+2]· x) 
[ c, rn] [ c, rn +I] ' ' ' ' ' ' 
if [c, m+,u] has an inverse for ,u;;;.O. See [3], III (13). 
An element X=co+c1x+c2x2 + ... from the ring R(x) of the power 
series in x over R has an inverse iff co has an inverse in R. This inverse 
X -1 =do+ d1x + d2x2 + . . . can be constructed term by term from the set 
of equations: 
codo=e 
c1do + cod1- = 0 
c2do + c1d1 + cod2 = 0 etc. 
From this construction we see that dn is a function of the coefficients 
c., O,;;;v,;;;n, only. 
The continued fraction 
a1x R e+ __ _.:::. ___ , a. E , 0 < v < n, 
e + __ llll_x __ 
e+-.-aa_x_ 
e+anX 
( d d b a1x I a2x I anX I) also enote y e+ -
1 
e- + f"'8 + ... + -1 6-
IS by the above an element of R(x), say c0 +c1x+c2x2+ ... ; the constant 
term of the power series -+6 does not depend on an, the coefficients 
e anX 
e 
of xk, k = 0, 1, of the power series do not depend on an. 
e+ an-lX 
e+anx 
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By repeating this reasoning we see that the c., 0,;;;; v ,;;;; n- 1 do not depend 
on an. Thus we have 
Lemma 2. If 
+ a1x I + a2x I + . anx I _ ~ Cmxm 
e I e I e ... -+ I e - m'7.o 
and 
Definition. The infinite continued fraction 
+ a1x I + a2x I + + anx I + e I e I e ... I e ... 
co 
is defined as the element X= L Cmxm from R(x) with the property 
m=O 
that c0 , c1, ... , Cn are the first n+ 1 coefficients of the power series 
+ a1X I + + anX I ( 1 2 3 ) e le ... le n=,,, ..... 
Remark. One easily proves that if 
P ( ) = + a1x I + a2x I + + anx I 1 2 3 n x e I 13 I e ... I 13 , n = , , , ... , 
then P n+l(x)- P n(x) = (- 1 )na1a2 ••• an+lxn+l +terms with higher powers 
n+l 
of x (see [2], § 21, p. 107); thus Cn+l i= Yn+l iff IJ a.i= 0 (remember 
that R is not necessarily a ring without zero divisors). 
Lemma 3. Let a1, a2, a 3 , ..• denote elements from R. If between 
the elements X 0 , X1, X 2, ... from R(x) there exist the following relations 
(4) 
then we have 
(5) 
Xo =e+a1xX:[ 1 
X1 =e+a2xX2 1 
0 0 
Xn-l = e + anxX;; 1 
_ + a1xl + a2xl Xo -e [e re+··· 
xl = + a2X I + asx I + 
. e I e I e ... 
X: = + anX I + an +IX I + n-l e I 13 I 13 ••• 
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Conversely, if the elements Xo, X1, X 2 , •.. from R(x) are given as in (5), 
then the relations (4) exist between them. (See [2], III § 21) 1). 
Theorem. Let [c, m+ ,u] have an inverse in R for every ,u = 0, 1, 2, .... 
Then 
(6) F([a,k],[b,l];[c,m];x) = +a1xl+a2xl+ +anxl+ 
F([a,k], [b,l+I]; [c,m+IJ; x) e I e I e ··· I e ··· 
with 
[b, l+v] {[c, m+2v-I]- [a, k+v-I]} 
a2.=- [ 2 I][ 2 J , Y = 1, 2, ... c,m+ v- c,m+ v 
and 
[a, k +v] {[c, m+2v]- [b, l+v]} 
a2•+1 = - 2 ][ 2 I] , y = 0, I, 2, .... [c,m+ v c,m+ v+ 
For any n=O, I, 2, ... the coefficient of xn+l in the power series given 
by (6) is different from the corresponding coefficient in the power series 
for the terminating continued fraction 
+ a! X I + a2X I + + anX I "ff rrn _j_ 0 e I I . . . I 1 a. , . 
e e e v~l 
Proof of the theorem. We define the following elements of R(x): 
X F([a,k+v], [b,l+v]; [c,m+2v]; x) d ~= ~ F([a,k+v], [b,l+v+I]; [c,m+2v+I]; x) 
X _ F([a,k+v], [b,l+v+I]; [c,m+2v+I];x) _ 0 I 2 
2•+1- F([a,k+v+I], [b,l+v+l]; [c,m+2v+2]; x)' 'JI- ' ' '··· · 
Now we have by Lemma I, substituting k+P, l+P, m+2P for k, l, m 
respectively: 
F([a, k+P], [b, l+v]; [c, m+2P]; x)= 
=F([a, k+P], [b, l+P+I]; [c, m+2P+I]; x)-
[a, k+v] {[c, m+2v]- [b, l+v]} 
- [c,m+2v][c,m+2v+I] X· 
F([a, k+P+ I], [b, l+P+ I]; [c, m+ 2P+2]; x) 
[a, k+v] {[c, m+2v]- [b, l+v]} 
a2•+ 1 = - [c,m+2v] [c,m+2v+I] ' y = O, I, 2• .... 
Also from Lemma I we derive, by interchanging first a and b and then 
substituting l+P+I, k+P, m+2P+I fork, l, m respectively: 
1) If a1, a2, ... , an are different from zero while an+l = 0, then 
X = + a1x I + a2x I + + anx I 0 e le le ··· le · 
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with 
a = _ [b,l+v+l] {[c,m+2v+l]- [a,k+v]} v = 0 l 2 . 
2v+2 [c,m+2v+l][c,m+2v+2] ' ' ' ' ... ' 
hence, by Lemma 3, the first assertion of the theorem follows. For the 
second assertion compare the remark following Lemma 2. 
If we take k=l=m=O and the function [s, k] as in (2) we obtain 
Gauss' result, whereas for k=l=m=O and [s, k] as in (3) we are led to 
the continued fraction of Heine. 
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